Safe, clean
and green
streets

Seasonal
events

Celebration

STREETS

Connection

SQUARES

Meeting other
parents and carers

Bringing people of
all ages together

Performance
space

CHILDREN’S
CENTRES

COMMUNITY
SPACES
Managing
shared spaces

Places for
local groups
and clubs

Safe
cycle
routes

SCHOOLS

Gossiping at
the school
gates

Community

Ample tree
planting

Chatting to
your
neighbours

Supporting
vulnerable
populations

Character

Using local
materials

Respecting
heritage

LIBRARY
MARKETS

Providing shade
and shelter

Commodity

Supporting healthy and
active living

Places for
growing

Spaces
to play

PARKS

Comfort

Places to
sit and
rest

Creating a pleasant
micro-climate

Promoting
biodiversity

THE
PLACES
BETWEEN

MUCH OF CIVIL SOCIETY IS
CREATED FROM THE ‘PLACES
BETWEEN’ - WHERE THE
BOUNDARIES OF ENTRY ARE
REMOVED AND WE CAN INTERACT
WITH ALL COMMUNITIES.

These public spaces – internal and external – are where
people, young and old and from all walks of life:
shape communities
make connections
define character
enjoy comfort
share commodities
and take part in celebration.
Recognising the ‘places between’ as an essential part of
social infrastructure can address challenges of isolation,
education, crime, social inequality and polarisation. By
investing in these spaces, such as libraries, parks and
public space, we can all reap the benefits.

COMFORT

CHARACTER
ALEXANDRA PALACE

Client: Alexandra Palace | Location: Haringey
The regeneration of the East Wing of the ‘people’s palace’ has
breathed new life into a much-loved cultural icon, integrating a new
technical infrastructure while retaining the unique character of its
historic spaces.
These spaces offer their own particular delight and significance.
The East Court was once a grand exhibition hall, part of a
wider experience of promenade and spectacle so beloved of
the Victorian public. The 19th-century theatre, dark for over
eighty years, tells a story of grandeur overlaid with decades of
alteration, damage and slow decay.

CONNECTION

SOUTH KILBURN MASTERPLAN REVIEW

BATTERSEA EXCHANGE

Client: London Borough of Brent | Location: Brent

Client: Taylor Wimpey Central, London with Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Southwark / Network Rail | Location: Wandsworth

An urban park and improved public realm will play a key role
in the development of South Kilburn’s community shaped by
public engagement to address the current community needs. The
streetscape, parks and public spaces will create a green network
of places, that extends beyond the site boundary for people to
come together to relax, play and socialise in a comfortable, green
and peaceful living environment.

The design driver for Battersea Exchange’s fragmented site was
to establish a sequence of main routes through the site which
would create physical linkages between the two railway stations.
In doing so new routes create social connections between
previously disconnected neighbourhoods and include a new
public square.
Battersea Exchange is a residential led mixed-use redevelopment
which will consist of around 290 new private and affordable
residential units with a new two-form-entry primary school
at its centre. These will be complemented by cafes, shops
and restaurants to re-establish the area as a thriving working
community.

The South Kilburn Estate covers 41 hectares in the London
Borough of Brent. It is currently undergoing a 15 year
regeneration programme that aims to transform the area into a
sustainable and mixed neighbourhood with a real sense of place
and belonging.

Measurements:
CONSERVATION AREA
LISTED BUILDINGS
MEDIA PORTRAYAL
MATERIALS
AWARDS

SHARED SPACES ARE A KEY ELEMENT OF
SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE THEY CAN HELP
WITH PRESSING CHALLENGES OF ISOLATION
EDUCATION CRIME SOCIAL INEQUALITY AND
POLARISATION THROUGH INVESTMENT IN
LIBRARIES PARKS PUBLIC SPACE SCHOOLS
ETC WE CAN ALL BENEFIT AS THEY PROVIDE
A FORUM FOR INCREASED INTERACTION WITH
THE PEOPLE AROUND US FRIENDS FAMILY
COLLEAGUES AND NEIGHBOURS

Measurements:
ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
LIGHT CALCULATIONS
CRIME STATISTICS
MICRO-CLIMATE SENSORS

Intangible
qualities

SAFE
CLEAN
INCLUSIVE
Intangible
PLEASANT qualities
ENJOYABLE
WELCOMING

UNIQUE
HISTORIC
DELIGHTFUL
ATTRACTIVE
SUSTAINABLE

Comfort

Character

Measurements:
EVENTS
MEANWHILE USES
VISITOR NUMBERS
PERFORMANCES

Intangible
qualities

EXCITING
SEASONAL
ENGAGING

Celebration

INTERGENERATIONAL
NEIGHBOURLY
UNIFYING

ACCESSIBLE
CONVENIENT
WALK-ABLE

THE
PLACES
BETWEEN

Connection

LINKED
BALANCED

create

Commodity
Intangible
qualities

Measurements:
LAND USE PATTERNS
PROPERTY VALUES
FOOTFALL
LOCAL OWNERSHIP
DAY AND EVENING USE

RESPONSIVE
DIVERSE
USEFUL
PROUD
FLEXIBLE
SHARED

Community
SOCIAL
COOPERATIVE
INTERACTIVE
SUPPORTIVE
CIVIL

COMMODITY

CELEBRATION

Intangible
qualities

Measurements:
TRAFFIC DATA
MODE SPLIT
AIR POLLUTION
CIRCULATION ROUTES
SPACE SYNTAX

Intangible
qualities

THE MEASURED BENEFITS
AND INTANGIBLE
QUALITIES ILLUSTRATE
THE MANY POSITIVE
ATTRIBUTES OF THE
PLACES BETWEEN

Measurements:
COMMUNITY GROUPS
VOLUNTARISM
SUCCESSFUL SCHOOLS
SOCIAL EQUITY
STREET LIFE

COMMUNITY

SOUTHBANK CENTRE MASTERPLANNING

GREAT EASTERN QUAYS PHASE 2

BRITANNIA

FCBStudios started working on the design for potential improvements
to the Hayward Gallery and Queen Elizabeth Hall buildings at the
Southbank in 2012. The existing buildings are seen as a celebration
of the period in which they were constructed, personifying the social
optimism of the Brutalist vanguard in their approach to design.

Great Eastern Quays will form a brand new neighbourhood in the
Royal Albert Wharf area of East London: a vibrant, thriving and
sustainable community in an historic riverside setting.

The Britannia Project expands a thriving London community
with the facilities and amenities it will need to accommodate
Hackney’s expanding population.

Located to the East of London City Airport, the design positively
addresses the constraints posed by building in close proximity
to the airport. FCBStudios’ scheme is made up of 468 new
homes, 32% of which will be affordable housing and 2400sqm of
commercial units.

FCBStudios’ masterplan will deliver 481 new homes on the
edge of Shoreditch Park, alongside new Primary and Secondary
schools and the redevelopment of the Britannia Leisure Centre.

Client: Notting Hill Genesis | Location: Royal Albert Docks, Newham

Client: Southbank Centre | Location: Lambeth

These illustrations from the Festival Wing Scheme of 2014, which was
not pursued through planning, included pedestrianisation of the road
between the Royal Festival Hall and the QEH/Hayward Gallery providing
new spaces for celebration and improved entrances for the disparate
venues.
The renewal and refurbishment of the Hayward Gallery and QEH,
completed last year, celebrate the unique role of Southbank Centre, and
enhance the experiences of visitors, performers and passers-by.

Feilden Clegg Bradley Studios, Twenty, Tottenham Street, London W1T 4RG

As part of this initial place making phase, Bow Arts are curating
the entire commercial estate, on behalf of Notting Hill Genesis,
to include a diverse range of interesting commercial uses from
artists’ studios, work spaces, retail, cafe and restaurant spaces.
These will line the dock where a 100-year old Edwardian ‘Pump
House’ still operates and a tree-lined square will act as a focal
point for the community.

t: +44 (0)20 7323 5737

e: london@fcbstudios.com

@fcbstudios

Client: Hackney Counci | Location: Hackney

The park and new car-free public realm will be at the centre of
the community providing a meeting space, for organised and
impromptu activities and used by the schools, leisure centre and
local residents.

